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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 This case study was created to discover how the Philadelphia Orchestra Association‟s 
Education and Community Partnerships Department‟s programs evolved and changed from 
1965-2011 and if they were affected by the Orchestra‟s labor issues.  It used qualitative research 
from interviews and questionnaires with former and current employees of the Orchestra as well 
as materials and archives from the Orchestra in addition to outside sources.  The study concluded 
that there was no direct link between the labor strikes and the programs, but the labor strike of 
1996 likely had an influence on the Orchestra‟s programming.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
The research question to be examined through this case study is: How did the Education 
and Community Partnerships department‟s programs at the Philadelphia Orchestra Association 
change and evolve from 1965 to 2011, and how did labor relations impact the department‟s 
development, if at all?  This case study is important because orchestras in the United States often 
rely on their education and community programs to develop audiences when they realize that 
“classical music participation rates have consistently declined between 1982 and 2008, from 
12.9% to 9.3% [and] paid attendance also declined by 8% between 2002 and 2007.”1  Also, 
orchestras are sometimes faced with difficult labor disputes between the orchestra‟s 
administration and its musicians, such as the Philadelphia Orchestra‟s labor strikes in 1966 and 
1996.
2
  These disputes often have significant consequences for the organization and particularly 
its programming as sometimes one or both sides of the dispute use the programming to further 
their cause.  For example in the Detroit Symphony Orchestra‟s current dispute, both sides are 
using the orchestra‟s programming to argue for their side as the musicians are stating “that the 
kind of [pay] cuts sought by management would scare away top new talents…eroding the 
orchestra‟s finely wrought musical level…[while] management contends that the issue of quality 
will be moot if the orchestra dies.”3  As a result of this arguing, often programming is affected, 
such as at the Columbus Symphony Orchestra where “a labor dispute resulted in a six-month 
shutdown [of the organization].”4  Thus by studying the history of the Philadelphia Orchestra‟s 
                                                 
1
 League of American Orchestras, Audience Demographic Research Review (New York: League of American 
Orchestras, 2009), 4. 
2
 “Philadelphia Orchestra Votes to Go on Strike,” New York Times, September 16, 1996, under “Arts” 
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=980DE6DF133AF935A2575AC0A960958260 [accessed November 
7, 2010]. 
3
 Daniel J. Wakin, “Day of a Strike Dawns for Detroit Musicians,” New York Times, October 3, 2010, under 
“Music,” http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/04/arts/music/04symphony.html [accessed November 7, 2010], 1. 
4
 Jeffrey Sheban, “Columbus Orchestra Ends Season in the Black,” Columbus Dispatch, September 16, 2010, under 
“Life,” http://www.dispatch.com/live/content/life/stories/2010/09/16/orchestra-ends-season-in-the-black.html 
[accessed October 10, 2010]. 
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Education and Community Partnerships department, one will be able to see how the programs 
have evolved with the times and if the labor disputes have had an impact.  This study will allow 
all orchestras to have a better understanding of these issues and how they possibly could 
interrelate as they move forward and continue to develop their education and outreach 
programming to grow their audiences.  Likewise, this case study is important for the field of arts 
administration as many other types of arts organizations are trying to grow their declining 
audiences as well, such as at art museums whose attendance “slipped to 23 percent in 2008.”5  
Also like orchestras, these organizations are affected by and involved in labor issues, such as at 
the Philadelphia Museum of Art which was involved in the dispute between its security guards 
and the company Allied Barton in 2010.
6
  Thus, the non-orchestral arts organizations can review 
the history of the Philadelphia Orchestra‟s educational programs, how they have evolved and if 
labor relations have affected them and learn more about the situation, assisting them in 
developing their new programs for the future as well. 
This case study will consist of qualitative interviews with present and former staff 
members and musicians at the Philadelphia Orchestra, particularly in its Education and 
Community Partnerships department.  This is suitable for this research question because the 
study is to determine what changes the orchestra has implemented, and the staff and musicians 
will know the history as they were involved in its production or performances or ran the 
programs themselves as well as any labor disputes that occurred at the time.   Thus, they will 
have detailed information that cannot be found elsewhere about the programming and what 
impacted it which will be helpful to this case study.  In addition to the interviews with the staff 
and musicians, this study will include a variety of sources such as histories from other orchestras 
and arts institutions and information from the League of American Orchestras as well as archives 
and materials from the Philadelphia Orchestra.  These sources, along with the interviews, will be 
collected and analyzed in a literature review and will be compiled with one another in order to 
get a full understanding of the Orchestra‟s education programs.   However, this study will focus 
on the Philadelphia Orchestra‟s Education and Community Partnerships department and 
                                                 
5
 National Endowment for the Arts, 2008 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (Washington, D.C.: National 
Endowment for the Arts, 2009), 2. 
6
 Pete Crimmins, “Phila. Art Museum Feels Heat Over Labor Dispute,” WHYY, April 12, 2010, 
http://whyy.org/cms/news/regional-news/2010/04/12/phila-art-museum-feels-heat-over-labor-dispute/35981 
[accessed November 2, 2010]. 
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programs as well as its interactions with other departments in order to create a more complete 
picture of the education and community outreach programs and any labor disputes that may have 
affected them.  This is important as the department works with the other departments such as 
marketing to create brochures and development to raise funds for educational programming, 
even though the department is very separate from the other areas of the orchestra with its own 
artistic programs.  Thus, by studying the interactions between the Education and Community 
Partnerships department and the other departments as well as study the educational department 
itself, more information will be collected and a clearer picture of the programs will be formed as 
well as what impacted the development.  Also, the study will focus on the department‟s history 
from 1965 to 2011 because as the Orchestra has been in existence for many decades information 
likely will be difficult to obtain before 1965 as many of the people who were involved with the 
orchestra before then will be difficult to contact and first hand reports will be few.  Furthermore, 
the study will focus on this timeframe because it will include the programs before the first labor 
strike of 1966, allowing the study to show what the programs were before and after it in order to 
demonstrate how the strike affected them. 
Currently, orchestras and other arts institutions present and manage a wide variety of 
programs for adults, children and the community as a whole.  For example for children, “Arts 
organizations have been offering special programs for decades in the schools, in the community, 
and in their own spaces.”7  In the orchestra world, this oftentimes consists of several programs, 
such as concerts for little children to introduce the instruments to them, such as at the Cleveland 
Orchestra‟s “PNC Musical Rainbow Series,”8 or activities where they get to interact with the 
instruments, as at the National Symphony Orchestra‟s “Instrument Petting Zoos.”9  However, 
most children served are slightly older.  In fact, according to “an annual survey conducted by the 
American Symphony League,…the great majority of educational performances in 2005 were 
offered to elementary school children.” 10 It is common for orchestras to have “elementary school 
                                                 
7
 Julia F. Lowell and Laura Zakaras, Cultivating Demand for the Arts: Arts Learning, Arts Engagement, and State 
Arts Policy (Pittsburgh, PA: RAND Corporation, 2008), 40. 
8
 Cleveland Orchestra, “Education and Community Programs,” Cleveland Orchestra. 
http://www.clevelandorchestra.com/about/education/overview.aspx [accessed November 25, 2010]. 
9
 National Symphony Orchestra, “NSO Education: Instrument Petting Zoos,” National Symphony Orchestra. 
http://www.kennedy-center.org/nso/nsoed/instrumentzoo.html [accessed November 26, 2010]. 
10
 Lowell and Zakaras, Cultivating Demand for the Arts: Arts Learning, Arts Engagement, and State Arts Policy, 40. 
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programs, in school…concerts, [or] hall youth/family concerts”11 for children such as at the 
Cleveland Orchestra whose “Family Concert Series…[features] family friendly programs, 
…such as „Peter and the Wolf‟…for children ages 7 and up.”12 
Also, orchestras perform many programs in schools where “schools contracted with 
an…arts organization for certain services, such as a performance or an artist residency,” 13  such 
as at the Cleveland Orchestra which performs at schools in Miami as part of a residency.
14
 
However, some organizations have different kinds of in-school programs.  According to authors 
Laura Zakaras and Julia F. Lowell, “Some school districts around the country have been 
revamping their partnerships with…arts organizations so that the offerings are more integrated 
with existing curriculum.” 15  They add, “Instead of going with the traditional concert series 
offered by the local symphony…district representatives may enter discussions with the 
symphony...to plan programs that are relevant to students at different grade levels and speak to 
issues raised by the curriculum.” 16  In these arrangements, “districts purchase texts and teaching 
materials on instrumental music…from arts organizations, which offer teachers workshops.” 17  
Furthermore, orchestras have programs for older students and adults such as how “many 
symphony orchestras support youth orchestras” 18 and hold master classes,19 similar to the 
Delaware Symphony Orchestra where “the world-renowned guest artists of the DSO hold classes 
open to the public…for students and adults.”20  In addition to master classes, orchestras hold 
                                                 
11
 League of American Orchestras, “Education/Community Relations Survey: Data Results of 2008 Survey,” 
League of American Orchestras, July 2008 
http://www.americanorchestras.org/images/stories/knowledge_pdf/EDCE_Survey_2008.pdf [accessed November 
10, 2010], 4. 
12
 Cleveland Orchestra, “PNC Musical Rainbow Series and Family Series,” Cleveland Orchestra, 2010. 
http://www.clevelandorchestra.com/ClevelandOrchestra/media/pdfs/Education/Concerts-for-Children-Brochure-
2010-11.pdf [accessed November 25, 2010], 2. 
13
 Lowell and Zakaras, Cultivating Demand for the Arts: Arts Learning, Arts Engagement, and State Arts Policy, 41. 
14
 Cleveland Orchestra, “Education and Engagement,” Cleveland Orchestra. 
http://clevelandorchestramiami.com/?page_id=10 [accessed November 29, 2010]. 
15
 Lowell and Zakaras, Cultivating Demand for the Arts: Arts Learning, Arts Engagement, and State Arts Policy, 41. 
16
 Lowell and Zakaras, Cultivating Demand for the Arts: Arts Learning, Arts Engagement, and State Arts Policy, 41. 
17
 Lowell and Zakaras, Cultivating Demand for the Arts: Arts Learning, Arts Engagement, and State Arts Policy, 41. 
18
 Lowell and Zakaras, Cultivating Demand for the Arts: Arts Learning, Arts Engagement, and State Arts Policy, 41. 
19
 League of American Orchestras, “Education/Community Relations Survey: Data Results of 2008 Survey,” 4. 
20
 Delaware Symphony Orchestra, “Masterclasses,” Delaware Symphony Orchestra, 
http://www.delawaresymphony.org/masterclasses.htm [accessed November 29, 2010]. 
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other programs for older individuals, most of which are organized “around current 
performances” 21 by having “free, informal talks about the upcoming program.” 22  
Moreover, many orchestras have programs that specifically reach out to the community 
in a variety of ways.  For example, many orchestras hold concerts that take the orchestra out into 
the community, such as when the Fort Worth Symphony Orchestra “performs outreach concerts 
each season at churches and community centers”23 rather than its traditional hall.  However, 
orchestras do many other things as well, including other kinds of community service that may 
not even include performing at all.  For example, the League of American Orchestras has 
organized Orchestras Feeding America, a food bank program, which in 2009 had “more than 250 
orchestras representing all 50 states, [and] was the single largest orchestra project serving 
communities nationwide, collecting over 200,000 pounds of food for local communities.” 24 
Even though the education and community departments of orchestras and all arts 
institutions contain both elements of education and community engagement, they have developed 
in different ways in the orchestra.  For example, according to author Philip Hart, education 
activities geared towards children have always been a part of the organizations.  “More than 
other arts institutions, symphony orchestras have a long history of presenting programs for young 
people…where these concerts were given in the orchestra‟s regular concert hall, very often on 
Saturday mornings or on afternoons after school.”25 As time went on though, these concerts 
began to change.  “Gradually, however, these concerts came more and more to involve logistic, 
and sometimes educational liaison with school administrators.  Efforts were made to schedule 
concerts during school hours and to encourage group attendance.” 26  Also, Hart notes that “these 
programs sought to introduce children to symphonic music in something like the context in 
which they would later encounter it as adults… [and] such programs are still rather widespread 
                                                 
21
 Lowell and Zakaras, Cultivating Demand for the Arts: Arts Learning, Arts Engagement, and State Arts Policy, 64. 
22
 Delaware Symphony Orchestra, “Pre-Performance Conversations,” Delaware Symphony Orchestra, 
http://www.delawaresymphony.org/preperformance-conversations.htm [accessed November 29, 2010]. 
23
 Fort Worth Symphony Orchestra, “Community Concerts,” Fort Worth Symphony Orchestra.  
http://www.fwsymphony.org/education/community_concerts.asp [accessed November 28,2010]. 
24
 League of American Orchestras, “Orchestras Feeding America 2010,” League of American Orchestras. 
http://www.americanorchestras.org/utilities/orchestras_feeding_america_2010.html [accessed November 27, 2010]. 
25
 Philip Hart, Orpheus in the New World: The Symphony Orchestra as an American Cultural Institution (New 
York: W.W. Norton Company, Inc., 1973), 429. 
26
 Hart, Orpheus in the New World: The Symphony Orchestra as an American Cultural Institution, 429. 
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among symphony orchestras, although they are no longer the sole channel of education 
efforts.”27 
Although these concerts were still very traditional for quite some time, the organizations 
began to reach out more to the community by playing in schools.  “The idea of presenting 
orchestra concerts in the schools themselves, rather than exclusively in the concert hall, 
developed rather slowly, but steadily under two influences.  One of these was the growth of the 
Music Performance Trust Fund after 1948 which stipulated that the musicians‟ services…had to 
be..for worthy community causes…[and the other was] the development of school policies.” 28 
According to arts administrator and cellist Yvonne Caruthers, this development was additionally 
helped in the coming years by difficulties in funding in the public schools.  “Soon after TV 
became ubiquitous, the era arrived in which schools cut funding for music programs...With the 
cuts in school funding, orchestras quickly realized that their relatively low-priority children‟s 
concerts should perhaps assume a higher priority, if for no other reason than to assure themselves 
of a future audience.”29  She adds, “Without designated music teachers in schools, savvy 
educators turned to their community‟s professional orchestra for help: „Do you have a small 
group that could come to our school and perform for our students?‟… The demand for orchestra-
players-as-educators (OPE) was born [leading to the development of programs such as school 
residencies].”30  
By reaching out and playing in schools, the orchestras were beginning to reach out to the 
public and develop programs integrating the idea of involving the community which they 
continued to do and later expanded in the future.  According to arts administrator Henry Fogel, 
“Decades ago, orchestras began supplementing their educational and young peoples' concerts 
with something called „outreach.‟ The term was much in favor, not only by arts organizations, 
but by funders who urged orchestras to do „outreach,‟ whatever that may have meant.” 31 He adds 
that “when orchestras… did these programs, there were usually two reasons: one was to attract 
                                                 
27
 Hart, Orpheus in the New World: The Symphony Orchestra as an American Cultural Institution, 429-430. 
28
 Hart, Orpheus in the New World: The Symphony Orchestra as an American Cultural Institution, 430. 
29
 Yvonne Caruthers, “Orchestra Players as Educators: A Brief History,” Polyphonic, July 27, 2006, 
http://www.polyphonic.org/article.php?id=31&page=1 [accessed November 18, 2010] 2. 
30
 Caruthers, “Orchestra Players as Educators: A Brief History,” 2-3. 
31
 Henry Fogel, “Community Engagement: The Route to Civic Stature,” On the Record: Exploring America‟s 
Orchestras…with Henry Fogel, entry posted May 9, 2008, 
http://www.artsjournal.com/ontherecord/2008/05/community_engagement_the_route.html [accessed November 20, 
2010]. 
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funding from new sources, and a second was in hopes of attracting a new and more diverse 
audience to their main series concerts.” 32  However, these were not considered part of the 
education departments.  “When these programs were discussed, boards and managements often 
thought of them as extensions of marketing departments.” 33 
Likewise, the community programs outside of the hall have evolved over time.  “Within 
the past ten to fifteen years… this area of work by orchestras began to change dramatically.  First 
the word „outreach‟ was dropped - people began realizing that it was one-directional and, in fact, 
a bit condescending. It has been gradually replaced by the term „community engagement,‟ and/or 
„civic stature.‟” 34  The idea changed in other ways as well.  “Secondly, the mentality in 
orchestras began to change. Instead of thinking of these activities as a marketing stimulus, which 
was never realistic, they have begun to see them as having intrinsic value in and of 
themselves.”35  He adds, “But over the past decade or so there has been a strong movement 
toward real community engagement, toward making the orchestra a true community resource…. 
Orchestras do recognize …that while giving great concerts is central to that role, it is not the total 
role.”36 
In recent years, the orchestras continue to reach out to both adults and children in the 
community in new ways.  “There are orchestras with music therapy programs that take musicians 
into hospitals and senior centers…[and] working more and more closely with school systems to 
incorporate music into the full curriculum.” 37  By doing so, the orchestras shown that they fully 
embrace the idea of community engagement.  Fogel remembers at the beginning of this 
development that “there was a time when orchestras' administrations and boards thought „well, 
the decline in music education in the schools is terrible, but fixing it is not our responsibility.‟” 38  
However, Fogel asserts attitudes have changed.  Now the prevailing thought is that “it is our 
                                                 
32
 Fogel, “Community Engagement: The Route to Civic Stature.” 
33
 Fogel, “Community Engagement: The Route to Civic Stature.” 
34
 Fogel, “Community Engagement: The Route to Civic Stature.” 
35
 Fogel, “Community Engagement: The Route to Civic Stature.” 
36
 Henry Fogel, “Community Engagement: Sea Change in the Orchestra World,” On the Record: Exploring 
America‟s Orchestras…with Henry Fogel, entry posted July 18, 2008, 
http://www.artsjournal.com/ontherecord/2008/07/community_engagement_sea_chang.html [accessed November 20, 
2010]. 
37
 Fogel, “Community Engagement: Sea Change in the Orchestra World.” 
38
 Fogel, “Community Engagement: Sea Change in the Orchestra World.” 
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responsibility to do anything and everything we can to keep this art form alive …[and] that is 
what we will do, and are doing.” 39   
Yet, these programs have been affected by many elements and environmental factors in 
their development, particularly because of the organization‟s difficult labor relations and 
agreement negotiations.  According to former Philadelphia Orchestra Marketing Director Ed 
Cambron, the 1996 strike had a significant effect on the education and community programs at 
the Orchestra because of the way the public and all parties involved reacted to the strike.  He 
notes that the strike was “highly emotional on everyone‟s side…[and] it was a really a 
devastating thing because the orchestra and the orchestra‟s audiences are emotionally connected 
to the institution and the players…and it becomes very public and there are things that both sides 
do that are very, very damaging for a long time.”40  During the strike, both sides were arguing in 
the press with “the Association was saying that the musicians are making an x amount of money 
which is a really good living and they work an x amount of hours…with great benefits… and the 
musicians were saying that the Board is terrible and the Corporate community…[is bad].” 41  As 
a result, “Both sides said things that had to be repaired after the fact” 42 as the public lost 
confidence and the organization‟s image suffered significantly, especially as “most people in the 
audience earned less than the musicians on the stage,”43 causing many people to not want to 
support the Association or attend the concerts and “take the approach of „why can‟t they get their 
act together?‟” 44  
Because of this damage according to Cambron, the organization began to reach out to the 
public in new ways in order to improve their image and include people more.  “There was an 
effort in that period to repair the [damage]…by getting out of the Hall and be more connected… 
and that‟s when you saw the neighborhood concerts come back [and get the musicians]…out in 
the community.” 45 During this time, the Association tried to reach out to people and involve 
them in the Orchestra‟s activities after the strike by bringing the orchestra to them in their area 
rather than make the potential audience members come to them which Cambron says that they 
                                                 
39
 Fogel, “Community Engagement: Sea Change in the Orchestra World.” 
40
 Ed Cambron, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, November 30, 2010. 
41
 Cambron, interview by author. 
42
 Cambron, interview by author. 
43
 Cambron, interview by author. 
44
 Cambron, interview by author. 
45
 Cambron, interview by author. 
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“needed to do.” 46  In fact, the management made this an actual “strategy…[along with] 
humanizing the musicians…[and] better customer service” 47 for the orchestra after the strike, 
and community engagement became an important element for them going forward.
48
 
Likewise, the strike had many other effects in the Education and Community Partnerships 
department.  For example, the education programs grew and “continued on its path” 49 to include 
especially more adult activities and “loosely…adult experiences [during this time]”50 which 
would help to reach out to more people as well.  Also, Cambron believes that the department 
itself “became more important in the institution” 51 after the strike and increased considerably 
with more personnel and resources.
 52
  In particular, he noticed that the musicians became more 
engaged in the department after the changes were made and some of them even became 
“engaged in the Education Committee [on the] Board,”53 influencing and possibly changing the 
department even more going into the future. 
The 1966 strike possibly had an effect on the programs as well, stemming from the public 
concern and anger generated by the strike.  As author and former Philadelphia Orchestra 
employee Edward Arian writes, “The bitter labor strife which characterized the 1966 strike has 
particularly dysfunctional aspects for a non-profit organization that is dependent upon public 
support.”54  According to Arian, the 1966 strike was fought particularly hard in the press by both 
sides.   He writes: 
During this strike, the Association and the Orchestra members engaged in acrimonious 
public exchanges.  The Association made statements which implied that the musicians 
were already quite well paid for comparatively little work.  The musicians, in turn, 
charged the Association with falsely pleading poverty while concealing large assets, and 
made various other charges calculated to weaken public confidence in the leadership of 
the organization.
55
 
 
                                                 
46
 Cambron, interview by author. 
47
 Cambron, interview by author. 
48
 Cambron, interview by author. 
49
 Cambron, interview by author. 
50
 Cambron, interview by author. 
51
 Cambron, interview by author. 
52
 Cambron, interview by author. 
53
 Cambron, interview by author. 
54
 Edward Arian, Bach, Beethoven, and Bureaucracy: The Case of the Philadelphia Orchestra (University, 
Alabama: The University of Alabama Press, 1971), 106.  
55
 Arian, Bach, Beethoven, and Bureaucracy: The Case of the Philadelphia Orchestra, 107. 
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 As a result, the public lost faith in the Orchestra which would be forced to redeem itself 
in the years to come.  In particular, “members of the business community expressed a lack of 
confidence in a management which permitted such a deterioration of labor relations and held 
reservations about committing support [to the Orchestra]….[Thus] if the Association was to 
generate the magnitude of public support necessary…it must improve its public image.”56 
 In his book, Arian implies that one of the possible ways the Orchestra‟s management 
could have tried to improve the Orchestra‟s public image was through its education concerts 
which the organization increased in the immediate years following the strike.  For example, 
Arian notes that in the “1964-65 season, [the Orchestra performed] five Children‟s 
Concerts…[and] three Youth Concerts” 57 while in the “1968-69 season, [it performed] five 
Children‟s Concerts and six Youth Concerts,”58 illustrating a possible shift in priorities and 
attitudes about these concerts‟ importance to the organization which could have been generated 
by the strike in 1966.   
 However, this possible change in attitude did not extend to creating new programs as 
these children‟s and youth concerts had been performed since at least the 1945-46 season.59  Also 
according to Arian, the orchestra did not reach out to the Philadelphian community and the 
public outside of these education concerts at all throughout this period.  He notes: 
 
There are no concerts…at schools, hospitals, industrial plants, suburban facilities, or, 
with four exceptions, at municipal facilities.  There is no use of the Orchestra for 
seminars at educational institutions, or as a forum to enable composers to hear their 
works.  No time has been allotted for the operation of a training orchestra for young, 
aspiring symphonic players.  There is no utilization of the orchestra for such socially 
constructive purposes as ghetto concerts or low priced concerts for less advantaged 
groups.
60
 
 
Thus, although the Orchestra may have increased the number of education concerts partially due 
to the 1966 strike, it did not create new programs or involve the public in other ways.  Yet, it 
may have begun a shift in attitude at the Orchestra which needs to be studied in order to discover 
                                                 
56
 Arian, Bach, Beethoven, and Bureaucracy: The Case of the Philadelphia Orchestra, 107. 
57
 Arian, Bach, Beethoven, and Bureaucracy: The Case of the Philadelphia Orchestra, 39. 
58
 Arian, Bach, Beethoven, and Bureaucracy: The Case of the Philadelphia Orchestra, 40. 
59
 Arian, Bach, Beethoven, and Bureaucracy: The Case of the Philadelphia Orchestra, 39. 
60
 Arian, Bach, Beethoven, and Bureaucracy: The Case of the Philadelphia Orchestra, 38. 
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how these difficult labor relations have affected the Philadelphia Orchestra‟s Education and 
Community Partnerships department and evolved its programs.   
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CHAPTER ONE: EDUCATION FROM 1965-1994 
 
 
 
The 1965-1994 period, for all practical purposes, was rather stagnant for the Education 
area of the Philadelphia Orchestra.  Despite the twenty-nine year time frame and turmoil of the 
1966 labor strike, remarkably little changed or evolved in the previously existing educational 
offerings and only several additional programs seem to have been added.  This is especially true 
between 1965-1990.  According to the Arian work, the period began with only children‟s 
concerts and youth concerts,
61
 and it ended with similar fare.  For example, one program from 
the 1988-89 season briefly described the Student Concerts‟ history as “About Student 
Concerts….Leopold Stokowski initiated a series of concerts for children in 1921.  The Senior 
High School and College Student series started in 1933, followed by the Junior High School 
Student series in 1959” 62 with no other items mentioned,63  pointing to a lack of major change in 
the Education department for many years.   
However, there were a few new programs in the 1980‟s and early 90‟s, particularly 
regarding adult education and reaching new audiences.  For example, “When Riccardo Muti 
assumed the music directorship of the Orchestra in 1980, he placed special emphasis on a 
program of adult music education…[such as his] annual concert called „Come and Meet the 
Music” [which was] intended to attract new listeners.” 64  Another change was the addition “in 
the 1984-85 season [of] an annual free concert for fifth graders [which] was begun in 
collaboration with the School District of Philadelphia.” 65  Furthermore in 1994, “The Orchestra 
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initiated a new program for preschool children entitled „Sound All Around,‟” 66 adding several 
new educational programs to the department. 
Some changes occurred to the older programming as well.  For instance, the 1989-90 
season preview in a program notes that “Senior and Junior High School Concerts will be 
combined next season.”67  Another change was that concerts became more themed as the 88-89 
program describes an upcoming concert as simply: 
     Second Concert for College & 
     Senior High School Students 
     Tuesday, March 28-8 p.m. to 9:45p.m. 
     Sean Orsborn, Clarinet 
      Gabreli     Sonata pian e forte 
      Nielson    Clarinet Concerto 
      Mozart    Symphony No. 35, “Haffner” 
      Rimsky-Korsakov   Russian Easter Festival Overture 
68
 
 
This programming style seems to have been similar for other age groups as well since the Junior 
High School concert was similarly advertised.
 69
 Yet, this changed after Phyllis B. Susen became 
the “Orchestra‟s first full-time education director [in 1988].”70  For example, she wrote in a note 
about the 93-94 season:  
      Understanding that music is a language and as such has always painted pictures, told stories,     
      and commented on society, we continue to choose themes for out season which link musical  
      language and human experience.  Thus, the focus on the senses this season and the title, 
      “Music Makes Sense.”  Our concert sub-titles are: “Tiers of Sound” demonstrating layers and  
       texture; “Sensational Sound”, demonstrating timbre (color in music) and emotion/response;  
      and “Sound Spectrum” bringing all of the above elements together. 71  
 
 Also, there was more community involvement in the late 80‟s and early 90‟s in the 
educational area of the Orchestra by involving teachers and assisting them more by adding 
materials to supplement the performances.
 72
  Although there was some community involvement 
in the Student Concerts before, it mostly consisted of students performing as “Student Concerts 
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[were often] featuring talented young audition winners…[from the] Philadelphia Orchestra 
Student Auditions.” 73 Yet, this changed over time as the amount of involvement from the 
community increased.  As Susen writes about the 93-94 materials, “For the fifth year we are 
pleased to share the enclosed interdisciplinary materials for classroom use based on The 
Philadelphia Orchestra‟s 1993-94 COME AND MEET THE MUSIC concerts for students.”74  
She goes on to say that “this manual contains program notes, biographical information, support 
materials, and interdisciplinary lessons with clear goals and objectives for grades 2 to 12.” 75  
Interestingly, these manuals were also made by teachers in partnership with the Orchestra.  Susen 
writes that “the lessons have been developed by the Orchestra‟s Education Advisory Council 
(EAC), composed of 44 educators representing 11 counties in the tri-state area.” 76  This group 
which was “founded in 1990” 77 consisted of educators from many types of schools such as local 
high schools, academies and elementary schools
78
 in order to “promote appropriate partnerships 
between [the Orchestra] and the education community of the greater Philadelphia area,” 79 
illustrating the Orchestra‟s desire to involve the community more in its programming. 
 The Orchestra also began to involve other areas of the community besides teachers in the 
late 80‟s and early 90‟s in the educational programming, particularly other arts and cultural 
organizations in the area.
 80
  Susen in the manual notes that “to further enrich students‟ 
experiences of our concerts, the Philadelphia Museum of Art…and The Franklin Institute 
Science Museum… offer throughout the year, tours of their collections that relate to our 
concerts.” 81  She adds, “Young Audiences‟ ensembles… are taking our theme into their 
classrooms…[and notably] the collaboration with The Franklin Institute marks our first effort to 
offer the performing, visual, and science arts in programmatic support for our concerts for 
students.” 82  Furthermore, Susen writes that “our focus on teachers continues into its fourth year 
as demonstrated by our partnership with The University of the Arts presenting the „The Well-
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Tuned Teacher: Meet the Music of The Philadelphia Orchestra,” 83  further demonstrating the 
Orchestra‟s desire to collaborate with other groups. 
These changes likely occurred for a variety of reasons.  For example, author Diana 
Burgywn notes that “under [Phyllis] Susen‟s leadership the Orchestra became much more closely 
connected with its community.” 84  Another reason changes likely occurred was because of the 
increased role and priority put on the Education area of the Orchestra which was little for a very 
long time.  In fact, the Education area of the Orchestra was not even considered to be a real 
department for much of this period as it was not given a director by the Orchestra‟s main 
management.
 85
  For instance, one program from the 88-89 season credits the head of the area as 
“Manager of Educational Programs” 86 with the “Executive Director…[and] General Manager” 87 
also mentioned, but no additional education staff.
 88
  This implies that the Educational area is 
more under other general departments rather than a department of its own and does not have 
many additional members.  It is also worth noting that the title is “Manager of Educational 
Programs”89 with no mention of the community, showing where the focus and priority of the 
programs were and how little community outreach was actually done.  However, the area grew in 
importance, particularly between the late 80‟s and early 90‟s as by September of 1993, the head 
of the area was now known as the “Director of Education” 90  and oversaw a staff that included a 
“summer intern…[and an] assistant.” 91   Despite this more prominent role and perceived 
importance in the Orchestra, there is still no mention of the community in the title,
 92
 implying 
that the Orchestra‟s main priority was still on education during this period.   
In fact, although the Orchestra did begin an entirely community-based program during 
this timeframe, it was not included even under the Education area‟s umbrella.  This new 
program, the “Martin Luther King, Jr. Tribute Concert… [debuted in] 1991… [and was] 
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televised on KYW-TV and nationally on A&E cable.” 93  However instead of being a part of the 
Education Department, it was presented and arranged by a committee and was used mostly as a 
fundraiser.  Minutes from the November 4, 1993 Committee Planning meeting note that “letters 
to be sent to organizations and corporations stating a new group, Greater Philadelphia Orchestra 
Committee has adopted the Martin Luther King Concert as its major annual fund raiser for which 
all profits will go to the Philadelphia Orchestra.” 94  Also, even though Burgywn notes that “Out 
of…[the concert] grew the Cultural Diversity Initiative (CDI), an Orchestra-wide effort to 
become more representative, both in its artistic and business activities, of the ethnic and cultural 
diversity of greater Philadelphia…An Advisory Council was formed, with committees headed by 
community leaders,” 95 the Orchestra still seems to have been motivated by funds rather than 
community involvement.  For example, the 1993 Committee meeting minutes made a note that 
“next year plan to sell box tickets.  Also, to start early to corporate with C.D.I. Culture Diversity 
Initiative.   Jean Marie wrote up a list of corporations,” 96 implying that the CDI was involved 
with corporations, likely helping to fund the Orchestra and its programming in some way.  
Thus, although there was more new programming and community involvement in the 
later part of the 1965-1994 period, little seems to have occurred in the 1960‟s and 1970‟s.  Also, 
what change did happen in the 1980‟s and early 1990‟s seems to have been motivated more by 
funding, a growing importance for the education department and leadership than for other 
reasons.  Furthermore, it has a distinct priority on education rather than building new audiences 
and reaching out to the community as much of the community involvement that occurred was for 
programs that educated others and the involvement was only used as a tool rather than the focus, 
a priority which was to dramatically change in later years.  
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CHAPTER TWO: EDUCATION FROM 1995-2002 
 
 
 
During the 1995-2002 period, most the Education Department‟s programming “still 
maintained its overall shape…[such as the] Sound All Around [program which]…has only 
evolved slightly over the years.”97  In fact, one of the biggest changes in the early 1990‟s came 
not from new programming, but rather a new person as David Pocock became the new Director 
of Education by September 1995.
98
  However, despite this, much remained the same in the 
beginning. 
For example, as Pocock remarks about the materials for the Concerts for Students, “To 
my delight, the Education Advisory Council-a group of more than 40 professionals from all 
around the tri-state area-agreed to continue in my first year as Director of Education, and they 
have produced a text which is both inspiring and practical.” 99  Likely as a result of this 
continuity, much of the education programming and materials for the Concerts for Students 
remained rather similar to previous years.  For instance, the concerts remained themed and plans 
were still included for a variety of grades,
100
 demonstrating a similarity to previous years‟ 
materials.   
Yet, some changes still occurred, particularly regarding priorities and on what the 
Orchestra focused.  At the end of the previous period, the Director and the department appeared 
to want to include other organizations and make all of the aspects come together with set themes, 
such as “COME AND MEET THE MUSIC.”101  However, the new department head seems to 
have taken a slightly different approach in a variety of ways.  For example, he emphasizes how 
the different grades and their corresponding concerts are different while still being in a very 
broad overarching theme.  He writes, “„Changing Times‟ was chosen as the overarching theme 
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for this year‟s Concerts for Students largely because it allowed for extreme flexibility 
programmatically…Each concert focuses on different aspects of what „Changing Times‟ can 
mean.” 102  He goes on to note that “For the children in Lower Schools, we looked for a concept 
that was easily grasped and for repertoire that was important yet accessible…[where] lesson 
plans introduced the composers themselves; discuss the five themes of geography…and the ways 
in which geographical factors influence music [among other elements].” 103  On the other hand, 
other grades focused on very different subjects, such as high school students whose concert 
“focuses on the music of Beethoven, Haydn and Mozart.  The lesson plans shed light on these 
tempestuous times and this tempestuous music by exploring the relationships between 
architecture, music and the social and historical environments from which they come,” 104 none 
of which was mentioned or emphasized by the Director in previous letters and manuals.
 105
  Yet 
interestingly, in the 1996-97 manual, his letter is far more vague with only three short paragraphs 
with little information given, such as “this book has been put together by a group of more than 
40 professionals from all around the tri-state area.  It is interdisciplinary.” 106 
Another notable change is how cultural organizations outside of the Orchestra are less 
emphasized under the direction of Pocock.  Before, Susen emphasized working with 
organizations and including them in the education programming, such as mentioning in a 
previous Teacher‟s Reference Manual the involvement of the Philadelphia Museum of Art and 
the Franklin Institute Science Museum.
107
  However, the new director does not mention any 
outside organization involvement in his 95-96 manual in spite of the manual‟s opening letter 
describing the programming in great detail,
108
 implying to the reader a lessening of visible 
involvement of different arts and culture organizations and community members outside of the 
Council.  
It is important to remember that the second major labor strike occurred in 1996 as this 
may have begun a shift in the Orchestra‟s programming.  Despite the continuing importance of 
funding from corporations and other groups and its many programmatic decisions made based on 
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it,
 109
 the focus and priorities of the Orchestra changed immediately after this year, particularly 
regarding community involvement.   For example by 1997, a new Director had been hired, Mary 
Kinder Loiselle
110
  and the name of the Department changed from “Director of Education” as it 
had been during Pocock‟s111 and Susen‟s112  time with the Orchestra to “Director of Education 
and Community Partnerships.” 113 This switch demonstrates a new-found importance of the 
community in the Orchestra and the desire to better focus on it. 
Nor was this new priority illustrated in just a name as new programs took form during 
this time.  As author Diana Burgywn writes, “The centerpiece of this [community involvement] 
effort is the multi-year, four-phase Music Education Partnership.  A project of the Orchestra, the 
Settlement Music School and the School District of Philadelphia, the Partnership was introduced 
in the 1997-98 season.” 114 She goes on to say that:  
 
[It was] designed to provide elementary and middle school children from sixty area       
        schools with an initial exposure to music and an opportunity for introductory  
       instrumental instruction in groups, it subsequently indentifies students with special music  
gifts and offers intensive music training as well as extensive scholarship support.  
participating students attend three back-to-back school concerts of the Orchestra free of 
charge.
 115
 
 
This partnership involved the community in new ways in order to educate audiences and 
students.  Yet, other new programs from this era involved the community without directly 
educating children, particularly the new Neighborhood Free Concerts.  An early program history 
from 2002 described the program and the concert as:  
An outgrowth from last July‟s Philadelphia Orchestra Neighborhood Concert in Clark 
Park and continues The Philadelphia Orchestra‟s commitment to celebrating the vitality 
of neighborhoods of the Greater Delaware Valley by presenting free concerts in a variety 
of locations throughout the region.  The Orchestra performed its first Neighborhood 
Concerts in 2000 (in Upper Darby, North Philadelphia, Center City, and Northeast 
Philadelphia) as part of its centennial celebrations.  With the success of those initial 
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community partnerships, the Orchestra is working to make such free concerts a regular 
feature of its annual schedule.
116
 
This new program is especially noteworthy as the Orchestra had never really held a community 
concert outside of the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. event geared towards everyone in the 
community before.  Also, they had never held one for everyone that was free as the King, Jr. 
concert has ticket fees even in 1999,
117
 marking an important milestone for the Orchestra and its 
desire for more community involvement and engagement as these free concerts allow everyone 
to attend and have access to the music.   
 The Philadelphia Orchestra also created a new concert series during this time.  Beginning 
in the 2000-01 season, the Orchestra began the Access Concerts with a “series goal” 118 of: 
Through a series of hour-long presentations featuring a unique blend of informative talk 
about, musical sampling from, and the complete performance of a selected symphonic 
movement or work, The Philadelphia Orchestra‟s new series of “Access Concerts are 
intended to provide welcoming and accessible experience/s (affordable, relatively 
brief…) focused on music performed live by…[the orchestra] under the direction of an 
engaging and approachable host-conductor in a friendly and informal concert setting to 
generate a better acquaintance with and understanding of the pleasures inherent in 
attending live orchestral performances in order to create new interest in hearing more 
symphonic music and in attending future concerts by The Philadelphia Orchestra.
 119
  
The Orchestra wanted to reach out to new audiences in the community and make it easy for 
people who normally do not attend classical music concerts to go and enjoy music.  Yet, this 
program evolved too with the introduction of an “Access Circle Series” of concerts for the 2002-
03 season.
120
  In this addition according to an advertisement, “The concerts …are designed to 
bring the music closer to you, the Access Circle member, with special features during and after 
the concerts.”121  The advertisement adds that “participants will be seated in the Conductor‟s 
Circle, where they will be able to get a close-up view of the musicians and conductor…During 
the concert the conductor will speak from the stage. An intermission chat…will feature 
musicians or guest artists, and a post-concert conversation and Q&A session will take place with 
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the conductor,”122 further increasing people‟s access to the Orchestra‟s personnel and making the 
concerts more accessible and understandable to everyone in the community. 
Not only were new programs and series being formed but older programs changed as 
well, such as in the Cultural Diversity Initiative which “wanted to become integrated into the 
Philadelphia Orchestra Association…[and helped to organize] one Student Concert in December 
1997 of the hour-long African Portraits…by Hannibal [which]… strengthened [the] alliance 
between the Orchestra and African-American churches, businesses and press.”123  By doing so, 
the Culture Diversity Initiative grew and became more prominent in the community and helped 
the Orchestra to be more involved with the African American community. 
Other older programs were affected similarly and became more community-oriented.  For 
example, one change was to the now-called Coca-Cola Concerts for Students which now offered 
more culturally diverse programming and fewer concerts, such as the 1998-99 series that had 
“two diverse concert programs, „Cross Cultures‟ (for  Middle and Upper/High Schools) and 
„Earth Tones‟ (for Lower/Elementary Schools)” 124 where in the first concert students learned 
about “Latin America, Spain and France.” 125 The Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Concert evolved as 
well, involving more community groups and members as time passed.  By the 1999 performance, 
the playbill advertisement for the concert noted that “the concert, conducted by Philadelphia 
Orchestra Assistant Conductor Andre Raphel Smith, will feature baritone Jubilant Sykes and the 
Morgan State University Choir.” 126  Furthermore by 2002, the concert is now considered a part 
of the Education and Community Partnerships Department as noted by the letter Gary Alan 
Wood, the department head, wrote to various churches to invite them to perform in the 2003 
concert,
 127 demonstrating that the Department is now in charge of most of the Orchestra‟s 
community outreach. 
Old programs evolved and new ones were begun due to a variety of influences and 
reasons.  For instance, former staff member Jon Hummel notes that “all of the Orchestra‟s 
education programs evolve over time due to funding restrictions, donor wishes, and current 
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need.”128  This is especially notable as most programs have a specific funder, such as the “String 
Fling” concert which mentions that “the appearance of the musicians is made possible by grants 
from the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation and the Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback 
Foundation,”129 emphasizing the importance of funding and the influence it holds over the 
organization.  Yet, this was not the only influence as the Orchestra also used surveys‟ results and 
feedback from the community in order to determine their programming.  For example, “In July 
2002, The Philadelphia presented a free outreach concert in Washington Township, a New Jersey 
neighborhood…During the fall, surveys were mailed…to measure their perceptions of and 
interest in The Philadelphia Orchestra.” 130  By creating surveys, the Orchestra showed that they 
valued the concert-goers‟ opinions and wanted to find ways to determine the effectiveness of the 
concerts and possibly improve them in the future.  This involvement is limited though as 
according to Hummel, “Neighborhood Concert and MLK Tribute Concert audiences are 
surveyed regarding their experience, but that is about as far as public involvement goes,” 131 
limiting the public‟s influence on the programs.  Also, it is important to note that the name of the 
department changed right after the 1996 strike, implying some possible correlation between the 
strike and the changes in the department.  Thus, the 1995-2002 period brought many changes to 
the Orchestra, especially regarding community involvement which will only develop further in 
the future.   
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CHAPTER THREE: EDUCATION FROM 2003-2011 
  
  
 
Similarly to the previous period, although many of the programs “remained basically 
static,” 132 others were expanded or changed.  As this period progressed, the Orchestra became 
even more focused on the community.  The Orchestra wanted to do this because as it is noted in 
one document, “The Philadelphia Orchestra‟s strategic plan expresses the need for both breadth 
and depth in our educational and community partnership programs.  It is important to view our 
outreach work as an investment that will reap long-term benefits for both the Orchestra and the 
community.”133  Thus, the Orchestra wanted to make their programs as community-oriented as 
possible.  For example, the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Concert began to involve not only 
community groups and organizations like in the past but also students.  A press release notes that 
“for the first time at the annual Tribute Concert, the Orchestra will honor two outstanding 
African-American high-school students who, through their superior academic and personal 
achievements, exemplify the ideal of Dr. King.” 134  The Orchestra does this by having “teachers 
and administrators…[nominate] students based on their outstanding academic and personal 
achievements, as well as their commitment to the betterment of their community through 
volunteer service and related activities…[where] two of the finalists will be invited to participate 
in the Orchestra‟s….Tribute Concert,” 135 increasing the public‟s involvement with the concert 
and the Orchestra.   
 In addition to the continuing expansion of past programs, the Orchestra particularly 
became more community-oriented during this period through the development of new programs 
and initiatives, especially in connection with Camden, New Jersey.  As the preliminary plan of 
an initiative points out, “This [importance of community engagement] is particularly true of 
Camden, where we have the unique opportunity to partner with a diverse and deeply committed 
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group of leaders from key sectors across the community.” 136   The plan goes on to say that “we 
and our partners believe that a consistent, focused presence by The Philadelphia Orchestra can 
play a catalytic role in the revitalization of Camden and particularly in positioning music as part 
of that revitalization,” 137  demonstrating the Orchestra‟s commitment to the community and the 
role that they play in it.       
One of the first major initiatives that set out to strive for this goal and appeared during 
this era was the Camden Community Partnership Initiative which wanted to “build on the 
success and energy from…[past] activities.”138  According to a program description, “The 
Orchestra‟s Camden Neighborhood Concert is one major focal point of this partnership, in 
addition to year round activities that connect Orchestra musicians with the community, and invite 
community members into artistic collaborations with the Orchestra.” 139 The program description 
adds:   
The Orchestra‟s partnership with Camden began in late 2003, with the planning of the 
first Camden Neighborhood Concert for the summer of 2004.  In that year, more than a 
dozen community events preceded the Neighborhood Concert.  The moving experiences 
of these events and the many successes of this rewarding partnership inspired the 
Orchestra and its community planning team to expand its commitment to the program 
and to extend the collaboration year-round.
 140
   
Despite this initiative being an expansion of the Neighborhood Free Concert program, it still 
only included one concert in Camden each year according to former Directors of the Department 
Sarah Johnson and Christopher Amos.
141  
However, the Orchestra made a concentrated effort to 
include more organizations in new ways for the Neighborhood Concerts, such as in July 2006 
when “the Orchestra worked with Settlement Music School‟s Camden Branch to create a 
Community Children‟s Choir, which combined with other area children‟s choirs to perform with 
the Orchestra,” 142  illustrating the Orchestra‟s commitment to the community in Camden. 
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 Another major aspect of the Camden Community Partnership Initiative was the creation 
of a new program, the Camden Music Workshop.
 143
  This was specifically created as “the 
Orchestra turned its attention to developing in-depth programs in partnership with Camden 
residents, nurturing sustained, collaborative relationships between members of the community 
and the Orchestra.” 144  According to its program description, the Camden Music Workshop was 
created “in March 2006…[with] a partnership with Respond, Inc., a Camden-based social 
services agency, to offer a program of creative music workshops.  These workshops have 
engaged… community members in creative, artistic work…in collaboration with Orchestra 
Music Animateur Thomas Cabaniss, musicians of The Philadelphia Orchestra, and guest 
artists.”145  Furthermore according to the description, “In addition to the weekly workshops in 
Camden, program participants, their families, and friend regularly attend Orchestra 
concerts…sampling a wide range of offerings, including Access Concerts, Family Concerts, and 
small ensemble performances.” 146  Thus, by doing so, the Orchestra demonstrates how much 
they wanted to reach out to the people and businesses of Camden who may not have had access 
to the organization before which will only continue later in this period with the next major 
initiative. 
 The next initiative planned for the Orchestra was the Raising the Invisible Curtain 
Initiative [RTIC] which was introduced in December of 2005 at a meeting of the Education and 
Community Partnerships Committee.
 147
  According to a document, “The RTIC initiative creates 
opportunities for experimentation and learning by exploring the core RTIC strategies through six 
focal programs: School Partnership Program, Access Concert Series, College Performance 
Series, Musician Mingling, Speaking from the Stage [and] Camden Community Engagement.”148  
 Some of these programs were developed specifically for this initiative, but all encouraged 
reaching out to specific groups of people.  For example, “in September 2006, The Philadelphia 
Orchestra introduced a School Partnership Program that established ongoing, in-depth 
relationships with three schools in the Philadelphia region.  Through this program, the Orchestra 
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will cultivate students‟ knowledge and love of orchestral music, and will help parents and 
teachers bring classical music into their homes and classrooms,”149 allowing the Orchestra to 
reach out to people in new ways.  The program description adds that “the Orchestra is dedicated 
to fostering an enthusiastic learning community in each of the participating schools…At each 
school, the…Program is being implemented in all classrooms of each participating grade 
level…[and] will be sequenced to follow many of these students from one grade level to the next 
over a period of several years.” 150  Furthermore, the “Overview of Focal Programs” document 
notes that “the…Program offers students incomparable exposure and access to the Philadelphia 
Orchestra and its musicians.  The classes participating in this program will attend all five of the 
Orchestra‟s School Concerts in the 2005-06 season.” 151  The document continues, “For each 
school, a member of the Orchestra who has made a special commitment to the program will take 
on the role of lead musician, visiting the school several times during the year and building a 
personal relationship with the participating students.  In addition, a small ensemble of musicians 
from the Orchestra will visit the school twice a year.” 152   
 Nor is this all that the program entails as “at each school, a Philadelphia Orchestra 
Teaching Artist will have a weekly presence in participating classrooms.  These teaching artists-
all are professional musicians with a special interest in and dedication to education work- will 
work side-by-side with classroom teachers using a curriculum designed by the Orchestra‟s 
education department…[who will also] provide special materials and resources and materials.”153  
That way, the Orchestra can become more involved with the schools and the community.  It is 
particularly interesting to note that one of the participating schools is the R.T. Cream Family 
School in Camden, New Jersey,
 154
 further solidifying the Orchestra‟s presence and influence in 
that city. 
 Another similar program developed for this initiative is the College Performance Series 
when “in October 2006, The Philadelphia Orchestra introduced a performance series for college 
campuses…this series is being piloted on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania and will 
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comprise [of] two recitals, one in each semester, as well as a midwinter workshop with student 
musicians.” 155  This program was described as being “held in residential settings on the college 
campus, each performance will be one hour in length, and will be followed by an opportunity for 
informal conversation between the students and Orchestra musicians.”156  This program is 
especially important for the Orchestra as “these performances will give Orchestra musicians an 
opportunity to perform solo repertoire while experimenting with new approaches to engaging 
audiences and expanding the boundaries of the traditional recital format.” 157  By doing so, the 
Orchestra and its musicians reach out to the area universities and its students in new ways and 
not only teach and interact with the students but also test different formats and styles in order to 
improve how they interact with the public. 
 Other programs for this initiative were older programs that evolved in some way to meet 
the goals of the organization better.  For instance, one of these programs was the Access Concert 
Series which was “reinvented for 2005-06 [and] offers curious music lovers the chance to go 
„behind the scenes‟ of the musical process of great Orchestral music and music making.  The 
four-concert series features standard orchestral repertoire in a redesigned…format with reduced 
ticket prices, an earlier start time, and shorter concert length, all in a more informal 
atmosphere.”158  These changes would likely create better attendance especially from newer 
audiences as it allows individuals to be more comfortable and make the concerts more 
convenient for attendees.  Additionally, “each access concert will be followed by an opportunity 
for the audience to get to know the musicians better through a post-concert event” 159 further 
increasing the visibility and accessibility of the musicians.  Yet as the document notes, “perhaps 
the most visible change…is the presence of Music Animateur Thomas Cabaniss who acts as a 
host and guide for each concert…[and whose] job is to help audiences make deeper and more 
personally relevant connections with the music and musicians…by providing historical and 
musical background on a piece [and other activities].” 160  Thus, the Orchestra will be able to 
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make a greater impact on the audience member, giving them a better experience and introduction 
to the music and orchestra. 
 Musician Mingling and Speaking from the Stage programs for this initiative also evolved 
over time.
 161
  For instance, “in the summer of 2004, Orchestra musicians began welcoming 
audiences from the stage at performances at the Mann Center and Saratoga.  An idea that has 
enjoyed tremendous popularity with Philadelphia audiences and musicians alike, the musician 
welcomes give Orchestra members a chance to introduce themselves to audiences personally.” 162  
It also allows them to “talk about their role in the Orchestra and share personal anecdotes or 
thoughts on the evening‟s program.  Since the summer of 2004 participation has expanded, and 
musicians can be found welcoming audiences at concerts at Verizon Hall.” 163   This desire to 
have audience members interact with the musicians continued as “in the Spring of 2005, the 
Orchestra introduced post-concert mingling opportunities for musicians and audiences, following 
the Orchestra‟s performances in Verizon Hall.  These events allow audience members to meet 
and chat informally with members of the Orchestra, duplicating a much loved and decades-old 
tradition of similar encounters in the Academy of Music Green Room.” 164  This was expanded 
“in 2005-06, [as] the first full season of these monthly post-concert events [took place],”165 
increasing the concert attendees‟ access to the musicians, the visibility of the musicians and 
likely the enjoyment of the concert by all. 
 The final focus program is once again the “Camden Community Partnership 
Initiative.”166 This was increased “as part of… [the RTIC Initiative to] three neighborhood 
concerts in Camden instead of just one…in order to connect the musicians to the community 
better.” 167  Particularly, “the work for this was mostly facilitated by Eric Booth”168 as he led 
“workshops with Orchestra planning group and more than 70 musicians [as far back as] Fall 
2003 [as part of this project]” 169 and later led a “retreat dedicated to RTIC goals and 
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planning.”170  But more importantly, the work was “collaborative with the people in 
Camden…[as the Orchestra] invited input from Camden leaders…[and scheduled] monthly 
planning meetings in Camden in order to include many outside voices.” 171  However, these were 
not the only influences on the concerts as “politics can also play a role in shaping community 
programming.  Many of the Orchestra‟s Neighborhood Concerts are performed in specific 
venues around the city because city government funding has dictated their location.” 172  Plus, 
surveys still played an important role “but that is as far as public involvement goes…[and] the 
marketing department primarily serves as the main contact with the public.” 173 
Nor were all the Orchestra changes during this time strictly community related as 
“School Concerts… went from five separate programs modified from the Family Concerts… to a 
one-concert concept offered throughout the year that was accompanied by stronger learning 
focus and curriculum materials.” 174  Jon Hummel explains, “Up until the 2009-10 season, School 
Concerts were developed from Family Concert programming.  In order to create the 45-minute 
School Concert, the education staff pulled repertoire from the 60-minute Family Concert 
programs.” 175  He adds that “beginning with the 2009-10 season, School Concerts programs 
were developed from scratch, with the same repertoire being performed at all School Concerts 
during the season.”176 According to current employee Jason Shadle, this change occurred 
because of “a desire to increase the curricular connections of the program with material taught in 
classrooms (both music and general ed) throughout the greater Pennsylvania area… provide 
teachers with the means to…show that the School Concerts add academic value and are 
worthwhile…tools,” 177 illustrating how their desire to improve their programs and to convince 
people of the importance of them influenced the department‟s evolution. 
However, not all programs are like that as they evolve for a variety of reasons.  For 
example, funding is still very important and has a great influence on the Orchestra‟s 
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programming,
 178  
such as how “The Philadelphia Orchestra School Partnership Program is 
sponsored in part by Comcast” 179  and how the Knight Foundation and the Connelly Foundation 
are both especially used for different community projects.
 180   
Also, other external factors are 
important.  Some examples include “changes in school curriculum and school funding…[as well 
as] the economy”181 and how “other programs evolve and change simply because society is 
changing, [and] therefore demand is changing” 182 in addition to “input from…[community] 
leaders.” 183  Internal factors have influenced change as well, such as budgets.  Hummel writes 
that “budgetary concerns do play a large role in changes to programs. For example, due to 
decreased ticket sales for Sound All Around, we decided to cut the number of performances 
beginning with the 2011-12 season.” 184  Other internal changes are from “long term planning” 185 
as “there is also a strategic planning process currently being developed internally that will 
eventually have a significant impact on the future role of education programs…[where] 
everything must be tied to organizational mission.” 186  Thus, all of the changes, including the 
increased community involvement, likely came from many different factors including public 
response during this period. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
Although there is no direct and obvious correlation to be found between the labor strikes 
and the evolvement of the Education and Community Partnerships department especially 
regarding the 1966 strike, the 1996 one likely had at least some influence on the community 
outreach of the Orchestra.  It is too much of a coincidence that the name of the department 
changed right after 1996 and the Orchestra became much more interested and involved in the 
community almost immediately after the strike. 
 It is possible that the Orchestra realized that funding and society was changing and that 
they had to as well or other factors occurred that served as a catalyst for this change.  This 
funding and societal change could be illustrated in how the strikes differed in their outcomes as 
the 1966 strike had little to no change follow it for a long time, and the 1996 strike had 
noticeable change follow it almost immediately as the two time periods in question are very 
different.  However, the 1996 strike itself was likely one of other factors as the Orchestra really 
wanted to seem like they and their musicians were a part of the community and were important, 
issues that became apparent during the strike.  They even made it one of their goals for many 
programs through the late 1990‟s to the present. 
Thus, the Orchestra‟s educational programming has evolved greatly through the years by 
becoming more community-oriented which could have been due in part to the labor strike of 
1996 as the Orchestra discovered that they wanted to be valued by the citizens and influence 
others and took many steps to achieve this goal. 
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APPENDIX D 
 
 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Methodology of Questionnaire 
 To determine how the programs evolved and what influenced this change, five open-
ended questions were asked either by email or phone or the questionnaire was handed to the 
individual in person.  Five individuals who have connections with the Orchestra in the past or 
currently either as staff or musicians were asked to participate with four giving responses.   The 
answers were collected and analyzed and included as part of the research for this thesis. 
The questions asked were: 
1) During your time at the Philadelphia Orchestra, what were the main educational and 
community partnership programs and initiatives?  
 
2) How did these programs and initiatives evolve and develop? 
 
3)  What factors internally do you think influenced these changes? 
 
4) What factors externally do you think influenced the development? 
 
5)  How did the public react to the changes and what role, if any, did they play in the 
programs‟ development? 
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Questionnaire from Sarah Johnson and Christopher Amos (via telephone) 
1. Camden Community Initiative and the Raising the Curtain Initiative 
 
2. As part of Raising the Curtain, they started to do three neighborhood concerts in 
Camden instead of just one as they had performed previously as part of the Camden 
Community Initiative in order to connect the musicians to the community better.  The 
work for this was mostly facilitated by Eric Booth.  The Orchestra knew it wanted to 
do three concerts per year.  The process was more collaborative with the people of 
Camden with monthly planning meetings in Camden in order to include many outside 
voices.  Also, the Orchestra knew that the ability to go to that meeting would draw a 
big audience of leaders in the community. 
 
3. No comment. 
 
4. They invited input from Camden leaders.  Many voices outside were involved and 
heard.  Everyone was really invested in the project.  The schools helped as well. 
 
5. Everyone was very enthusiastic, including the musicians and the leadership team in 
Camden. 
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Questionnaire from Jason Shadle 
1. During your time at the Philadelphia Orchestra, what were the main education and 
community partnership programs and initiatives? 
–        I‟ll refer you to our department brochure attached to this message which 
answers this question 
2. How did these programs and initiatives evolve and develop? 
–        School Concerts: we went from five separate programs modified from the 
Family Concerts when I arrived to a one-concert concept offered throughout the 
year that was accompanied by stronger learning focus and curriculum materials 
–        All other programs have remained basically static 
3. What factors internally do you think influenced these changes? 
–        The changes to the School Concert were influenced by a desire to increase 
the curricular connections of the program with material taught in classrooms (both 
music and general ed) throughout the greater Pennsylvania area 
4. What factors externally do you think influenced the development? 
–        We‟re trying to provide teachers with the means to approach their 
administrators and show that the School Concerts add academic value and are 
worthwhile education tools 
5. How did the public react to the changes and what role, if any, did they play in the 
programs‟ development? 
–        Teachers were reluctant at first to embrace the one-concert concept, but 
once they received the (arguably) improved curriculum materials and attended the 
concert, they (generally) agreed that the change was a good one 
–        Unfortunately, at this time in history, economic forces are greater than our 
curricular forces when it comes to increasing attendance at School Concerts 
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Questionnaire from Jon Hummel 
1) During your time at the Philadelphia Orchestra, what were the main educational and 
community partnership programs and initiatives?  
 
During my time with The Philadelphia Orchestra, there were numerous education and 
community partnership programs and initiatives. These programs include: 
 Family Concerts 
 Sound All Around 
 School Concerts 
 Student Open Rehearsals 
 School Partnership Program 
 Musicians in the Schools 
 Albert M. Greenfield Student Competition 
 Side-by-Side Rehearsal 
 Pre-Concert Conversations 
 College Performance Series 
 Master Classes 
 Neighborhood Concerts 
 MLK Tribute Concert 
 
2) How did these programs and initiatives evolve and develop? 
 
All of the Orchestra‟s education programs evolve over time due to funding restrictions, 
donor wishes, and current need, but many of the programs still maintained their overall 
shape. For example, Sound All Around has been presented by the Orchestra since the 
1990s, and has only evolved slightly over the years. Other programs, like Family 
Concerts, change from year to year due to varying repertoire. Another major change 
recently was in the School Concert program. Up until the 2009-10 season, School 
Concerts were developed from Family Concert programming. In order to create the 45-
minute School Concert, the education staff pulled repertoire from the 60-minute Family 
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Concert programs. Beginning with the 2009-10 season, School Concerts programs were 
developed from scratch, with the same repertoire being performed at all School Concerts 
during the season. This also provided helped significantly with curriculum material 
development. 
 
3)  What factors internally do you think influenced these changes? 
 
As I mentioned before, many of these changes are dictated by donor restrictions and 
wishes. However, other programs evolve and change simply because society is changing, 
therefore demand is changing. Unfortunately, the time I spent working in the Orchestra‟s 
education department was rather short (one year and ten months), so I did not see 
significant changes. However, I can say that budgetary concerns do play a large role in 
changes to programs. For example, due to decreased ticket sales for Sound All Around, 
we decided to cut the number of performances beginning with the 2011-12 season. There 
is also a strategic planning process currently being developed internally that will 
eventually have a significant impact on the future role of education programs. What that 
change will be is still unclear, but I have a feeling it will be significant. Everything must 
be tied to organizational mission. 
 
4) What factors externally do you think influenced the development? 
 
Externally, I think there are many factors influencing the development of educational 
programs. Specifically, changes in school curriculum and school funding can have a huge 
influence on programming. It could be something as simple as schools not permitted 
classes to take field trips to schools cutting music programs from their curriculum. Of 
course, the economy can play a huge role in the current and future development of 
programs. In addition, politics can also play a role in shaping community programming. 
Many of the Orchestra‟s Neighborhood Concerts are performed in specific venues around 
the city because city government funding has dictated their location. 
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5)  How did the public react to the changes and what role, if any, did they play in the 
programs‟ development? 
 
Unfortunately, the public does not play a large role in program development. 
Neighborhood Concert and MLK Tribute Concert audiences are surveyed regarding their 
experience, but that is about as far as public involvement goes. It is also slightly unclear 
to me as to what the public‟s reaction is in terms of changes, since my role was primarily 
program management and not front of house management. In large orchestras, the 
marketing department primarily serves as the main contact with the public. If I had to 
guess, I think there would be some people who don‟t even notices the changes that have 
occurred, and some that could pick out each change. Whether or not they agree with the 
changes is another story, but in reality, the changes are being implemented for specific 
reasons, even if those reasons are related to long range planning. 
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